
Biography of Rick Oscher

Rick Oscher's journey is a remarkable narrative of success, both in the demanding world
of finance and the compassionate realm of animal welfare. A native New Yorker, his
path has been marked by notable achievements in trading, entrepreneurship, and
philanthropy, making him a distinctive figure in business and social advocacy.



Proficiency in Trading and Business Management

At just 21 years old, his career in finance took off when he joined the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) as a specialist. His rise through the ranks was rapid, leading to a
critical position as a managing member in a prominent market-making firm on the
NYSE. This role underscored his deep understanding of the financial markets and keen
business insights.

His entrepreneurial spirit continued on Wall Street. He leveraged his leadership and
management prowess to establish a series of thriving bars and lounges in New York.
Over 15 years, he was the creative force behind popular venues such as Venue, Cream,
Go, and Bourbon St, marking a successful transition from finance to hospitality.



Hobbies: Fitness and Animal Welfare

Beyond his professional endeavors, he is passionately committed to fitness and animal
welfare. His dedication to maintaining a healthy lifestyle is evident in his rigorous
exercise routine and nutritional discipline, which have significantly enhanced his health
and appearance.



His affection for animals was kindled during his days as a dog show participant in his
youth, and he has evolved into active involvement in animal welfare. He is notably
engaged with The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA),
dedicating time and resources to assist distressed animals.

Charitable Activities and Animal Advocacy

His profound love for animals extends to his philanthropic efforts. He generously
supports organizations such as The ASPCA and People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA), reflecting his deep commitment to animal welfare. His philanthropy is a
gesture of charity and a personal mission, underscoring his belief in the transformative
power of kindness.

Rick Oscher's story is not just about professional success but about the impact one can
have through diverse achievements and compassionate actions. His journey from the
trading floors of the NYSE to leading successful business ventures and advocating for
animal rights is a powerful testament to his multifaceted life and enduring legacy.


